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Today’s Agenda

• Promising Practices from Pajaro Valley USD

• Promising Practices from Mother Lode USD

• Speaker Panel

• Audience Q&A
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Logistical notes

• Please type your questions & comments into the Q&A box 
• You can vote on others’ entries, which will determine which questions get 

answered first

• Slides and links to resources can be found on the PACE event page: 

https://edpolicyinca.org/events/equity-local-level

• The video recording from this webinar will be posted online early 
next week 

https://edpolicyinca.org/events/equity-local-level
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About Pajaro Valley USD

• Located 1 hour south of 
San Jose, in rural Santa 
Cruz County

• Over 20,000 students





Early planning and mobilizing existing 
resources facilitated a quick start of distance 
learning

• 1 week to begin distance learning

• First communication about COVID-19 was in January 2020

• District already had chrome books for each student and 250 hotspots

• Acquired 750 more hotspots, then distributed all devices quickly

• Initial distribution: grades 3-12, then expanded to all

• Initial expectation: 5 hours of instruction/day



Multilingual family outreach has been a 
long-term equity focus

• Diverse and inclusive outreach

• Outgoing communication nearly doubled in first 3 weeks

• Information on website, Facebook and Twitter in multiple languages

• Phone calls in multiple languages, sometimes using Language Line

• Bilingual teachers and staff were instrumental

• Tech support services: drive-in and phone



Community partnerships and distributed staff 
engagement are central to COVID-19 response

• Partnership with Salud Para La Gente helped distribute public health 
information in Mixteco bajo 

• Migrant Education Department and Parent engagement groups were 
crucial in reaching families in their home language

• Two-tier system engages district, school admin and teachers to 
identify and reach nonparticipating students
• Tier 1: Tech department provides data to each school

• Tier 2: Teachers, administrators and counselors



Lessons Learned

• Navigating a widespread shift in instruction with an equity mindset at 
the outset of the public health crisis better enabled the district to 
reach all students

• Facilitating communication in every home language is feasible with 
the help of community partners, and essential to keeping students 
and their families engaged in virtual learning 
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About MLUSD

• Located in El Dorado 
County, halfway between 
Sacramento and Lake 
Tahoe

• Approximately 1,000 
students
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Collaborative Spirit Lays the Groundwork

• History of collaboration and positive relationships

“We worked through those memorandums of understanding [to 
plan for distance learning], and have agreed that it’s so important to 
work together. This is an unprecedented time.”

-Superintendent Marcy Guthrie 
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Reaching as Many Students as Possible While 
Considering Equity Implications: Food and Devices

• ~200 meals per day on average (~20% of students in district)
• Includes delivery to students in remote, rural mobile home community

• Chromebooks for ~770 students (~75% of students in district)

“People who live in the hills have a lot of pride, which is a really positive 
thing. That means that if there is a need, they don’t want to take [a 
Chromebook, hotspot, meal] if someone needs it more than they do. 
And so what we’ve tried to convey is that we have Chromebooks for 
everyone in the district.”

-Superintendent Marcy Guthrie
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Reaching as Many Students as Possible While 
Considering Equity Implications: Tech Platforms

“First, we established what is the most accessible [distance learning] 
platform. We started thinking about our most vulnerable students.”

-Dr. Sadie Hedegard

• Google Classroom is the district’s primary platform: it allows for the 
addition of co-teachers, inc. special education teachers or 
counselors, to ensure that educators can coordinate to incorporate 
principles of universal design for learning and apply multiple 
modalities
• Plus supplementary video conferences for students with disabilities 

• Google Sheets and online intervention programs to track and 
document services received by students with disabilities
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Data & Looking Ahead

• District tracked which students are not logging in; teachers + district 
administrators will follow up

• Teachers monitored which students were participating online, their 
level of engagement and learning, and whether students were 
completing assignments

• Fall 2020: Plans in development as of May 2020 
• Could include blended learning

• Survey to families in May 2020
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Lessons Learned

• Collaborative relationships between administrators, teachers, district 
staff, and county offices of education can facilitate transitions during 
times of crisis and these relationships can be built

• Planning for equity is possible even in the midst of a crisis
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PVUSD Student Centered 
Access and Equity 
During COVOD-19

PACE and Pivot Learning June 11, 2020
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All Staff Focused on Nurturing the Whole Child

PVUSD’s established Target for 
Student Success underscores 
the alignment of programs, 
services and relationships that 
seek to improve the cognitive, 
social, emotional and physical 
well-being of the whole 
child—allowed staff to 
effectively  transition to 
distance learning within only 
one week.



Inspire—Motivate people to 

search for new solutions

Define—Slow ourselves down 

to understand the problem, draft 

hypotheses

Inquire—Observe, Interview, 

Research, Analyze Data 

Implement—Imagine new 

possibilities, pilot new solutions

Reorient, Iterate, Scale—
Measure, evaluate and 

communicate outcomes

Begin with an Equity Mindset
Coupled with an Innovation Framework

Districts must design programs with their most vulnerable students in mind 
when beginning the planning process



Leverage the Ecosystem of 
Community Partners

District partnerships 

expand capacity to 

make meaningful 

connections, provide 

unique learning 

opportunities and 

affirm student, family 

and community 

strengths 



Facilitate 360* and Multi-lingual Communication as a 
Long Term Equity Focus

Districts that expand their messaging beyond English 
and through multiple partners can reach and provide 
timely resources to their most vulnerable families 
and broader community:
• COVID-19 Website Tab
• Letters to the Community and Staff
• Ask Dr. Rodriguez Weekly FAQs
• Informational Videos
• Social Media Presence—Facebook, Twitter, 

Instagram and YouTube
• Radio, Television and Print Media
• Email, Text Messages and Robocalls
• Press Releases
• Parent Resource Tab



Parent Engagement Network
Purpose: to provide a venue for collaboration and alignment between 

departments involved in parent and family engagement and the systems they 
support

Systems:

Website Development

The Parent Experience

LCAP Involvement

Best resource for PVSUD parents and community
What do parents need to see and access? 

PVUSD looks at the parent experience in different settings 

and shifts practices as necessary to meet the needs of 

those we serve.

PVUSD  Parent input in our LCAP process is key to inform 

our annual plan.



Facilitate 360* and Multi-lingual Communication and 
Support as a Long-Term Equity Focus



Facilitate 360* and Multi-lingual Communication and 
Support as a Long-Term Equity Focus



P

Facilitate 360* and Multi-lingual Communication 
and Support

May 2020 Parent SurveyMay 2020 Teacher Survey

86% 94% 11%19%

I have received 
consistent messaging 
about the district 
response to COVID-19.

I receive clear 
expectations 
regarding my role 
during this time.

My site administration is 
giving me the support I 
need personally and 
professionally.

I know who to go to 
when I need help.

86% 68% 69% 83%



Student Survey May 2020

Facilitate 360* and Multi-lingual Communication 
and Support

96% 93% 91% 77% 94%



Monitoring Progress During Distance Learning:
Foundational Literacy

Lexia Blending 
Learning Program

Live Instruction

with Responsive 

Teaching 

SIPPS  
Systematic Instruction in 
Phonemic Awareness,
Phonics, and Sight Words



Monitoring Progress During Distance Learning:
Foundational Literacy

▰Mastery Test Assessment-Instruction -Feedback 
Loop-Opportunities to Practice

▰ Small Group  Live Instruction
▰ Multiple Times a Week (4-5 times)

SIPPS Literacy Instruction During Distance 
Learning







Monitoring Progress During Distance Learning:
Secondary Literacy



Monitoring Progress During Distance Learning:
Secondary Literacy













Tiered System of Support and Communication for Non-Participators

Tier One—Teacher Outreach
Tier Two—Site Counselor or Administrator Outreach
Tier Three—Student Services Interactive Dialogue
Elementary:
• There were 72 entrees in the Interactive Dialogue Form

• 40 closed
• 11 contacted and need follow up
• 21 open with ongoing outreach

Secondary:
• There were 229 entries in the Interactive Dialogue Form

• 152 closed
• 22 contacted and need follow up
• 55 open with ongoing outreach



Tiered System: Tier Three Interactive Dialogue

Elementary Third Grade Student

(Mixteco Primary Language)

• Student was not completing work because it is too difficult on the 
Chromebook and his parents were unable to help him.

• 5/5/20 - Parent Ed. Specialist spoke to father and offered paper packets. 
Dad agreed that this would be easier. The school was contacted. 

• 5/12/20-Teacher began to create paper packets for student as option. 
Student began instruction through packet 

• 5/12/20-6/5/20 The parents continued to pick up paper  packets 
weekly and student began learning. 



Tiered System: Tier Three
Interactive Dialogue

Secondary 8th grade Student

• Student was refusing to complete work.

• 5/15/20--Parent Outreach Specialist (POS) left a voicemail for Jose's 
mom

• 5/15/20-- Student’s mother called back indicating that he was on the 
computer and had access to the internet. POS recommended that 
Jose's mother check in with him every day when she comes home from 
work to see what he had completed and turned in.

• 5/19/20—POS followed up with spoke parent and student who 
was now turning in work and needed some assistance from the school. 
POS followed up with the site to provide tutoring support through GEAR 
Up.  



PVUSD Reopening 
Contingency Planning







Lessons Learned:
Supporting Our EL Students

•Tracking Student Participation
• Communication Log

•Tier Level System
• Tier 1
• Tier 2
• Tier 3

•Intervention Strategies
• Caseload Approach
• Coordination of Services Team (COST)

•Parent Education Team
• Parent Newsletter
• Parent Support Group
• Tutorial Videos



Lessons Learned:
Providing a Jump Start

•Recruitment
• Target Population

•Structure
• 55 minute workshops
• Conference Style Rotation

•Curriculum Framework
• Literacy & Mathematics
• Executive Function Skills
• Social & Emotional Learning
• College & Career Exploration
• Technology

•Student Connectedness
• Teambuilding Activities
• PBIS



Lessons Learned:
Student Engagement

Student Survey May 2020
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Discussion


